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REPORT No. 19
PARTL

THE GYROSCOPIC PARTICLE
By A. F. ZAEM.

INTRODUCTION.

The usual gyrosoopio formuke apply only to a bod having kinetici
$spmetry about its axis of rotation, and henoe o ering a steady

r&tance to steady preqeseion or nutation. To treat the ease of
nnstea.dy gyroaoopm. rewstagoe, we ma find m turn the periodic
5tres9m any reoe+mg p.artmlelqr

&
A lane group of partioks;

then in any %ee-dmmmonal ~d body, w ether or not posmwing
kinetios

FPartic e in 5?& pwctmhg M .—To fmd the rhythroio stresses
in a particle of a ad gyrosoo e~

&
L’s t assnme this steadily rotating

and reoessing without tr
(342

tion, and let W, Q, be the angular
Spe of rotation and ~ion. Also assume the mntroid .at the
origin of z y, z, as in @. 1~and let the-refarenoe =es X, Y, Z, be

“dres eotw y *e rotation am, the nutation axis, the reoes9ion SC&4;
$ /’au call by h+e names the referenoe planes .norma to these axes.

Then any partmle distant y from the nutation plane IM9, parallel
to the rotation axis, the linear speed – = –rfkmw, and the linear

Ea.ooelerationnK&&UL=til T being the “ tance of the particIe from
the rotation axis, and z Ita Iinem, a its angdsr distance from the
preoa9aionplane:

About the axes of precession and nutation, therefore, the moments
of a pqticle of mass q are —m 4, ms%fl, and have the resultant

Jm%Qsana about an aXISperpen ‘cu@r b r and t+e axis of rotation.
For a group of three or four partwka s~etrmally spaoed about

the axis of rotation, the rmuhkmt gyro9xJ m moment is easily seep,
from this expression to be constank & g+eral, the gyrosooplo
torque is cmst+mt for any partioIe group ha kinetio symmetry

%about the.rotation axis, or whose fundamental z ‘psoid is a surface
of revolution about that axIs. For suoh symmetq %yz= zero, and
the oonstant mdue of the torque is Zn@aK2= L@ where I=w&.

If now, motion of transition be added to the above spoifled
&-ourt tione it will not alter the values found for the

“T””r ‘“rnents, as may be inferred from the principle of the m epen ence of

—
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the motions of translation and rotation. AIso, as is well know+I, -
neither linear nor angular aooeleration produoes any gyrosooplo
eHeot.

If nutation, as well as preomsion, be assumed, the ensuing gyro-
soopic effects oan be inferred from analogy to the case heady treated.

IZZus&utions.-Figure 1 shows graphlcaIly for one revolution the
above values of the linear velocity and acceleration of a articlo in

%8 gyroscop& The graphs drawn upon a qlinder are oth sine
curves but with a phase di&rence of one quadrant; tkat is, the wmel-
eration of the particle is

%
eatest when its speed do

%
the cylinder

is least, wd vme versa. ence, referiing to the X reotion ordy,

P
it ap m tha~ ev~ partiole of. a processing

%Wmr ‘eqfomsimp e harmonm motion across its instantaneous p De o rotation.

.

-J

l?igure 2 shows gra~hioally for one revolution the foregoing value
of the total gyrosoopm moment of a particle, as deo its rectangular
components.

Fi@re 3 shows
T

aphioally, for several groups of axticlse sjmk
Emetmcally laced a out the axis of rotation, both t e component

Fmoments o each particle about the axes of precession and nutation,
and the added partio.lemom~ts for eaoh group. The ourves illus-
trate, what was seen anal tmally that the component gyroeoo ic

al ?)moments of eaoh individu pmtick of the group are represented y
sine square ourves for the nutation axis, sum-make cmves for the
precession axis, whereas the summation of the mommts about these
axes, of all the particles, is zero or constant. for eaoh group of par-
tiolea exce t the binary one, for whioh the summation is variable
about bo J’ axes. The two-partiole grou , or a uniform material

5line joining the particles shown, has the resu tant momentlhm%fki~}
whose extreme values are zero and Hz, 1 being the moment of intia
of the material aggregate about its conk, i. e., I=2mP.
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Applkdh-n topropel.@8.— From. we foregoing ymlfiis it ?ppears,
- we same notation,thattn~d -and stwhly preceawng one-
chmenalonal1 pro ellem, and appro.mmatel also propel.k with

E lfah “ ht narrow b ales,are subject to the fo owing laws:
l%wry blade is ed b simple harmonic motion, of the same

‘%&, across th.instantanecms plane of rcta-period m that of the
tion, and hence sustains a revemal of gyroscopic stress twice each
revohltion.

2. Every blade sustains a fluctuating
T

oscopic moment whose
m “tude at the hub is %m%!2simz,whit at quadrant intervals in

%?eac revolution has the successive values @ zero, Idil, zero.
3. The aggregate gyroscopic moment transmitted to the shaft by

a two-Made ro
iP

er is variable and at aU instants equal to twice
that of one la e.

4. The aggregate
F

oscopic moment transmitted to the shaft by
a steady running m tiblade repeller is.ccnstant and at every imtanti

/’uak the geometric sum o the varyi~ momenta of the individual
%ades. For example, calling the mammum gyrcsmpic torque of
one blade of a propeller unity, the constant to ue of a three-blade

?sorew is l.?;of a fo~-blade screw 2.0; of an n-b ade screw n/2.
Particle man eZa8t143precasting body.-All ordin~ gyroscopes are

practically rigid and in their ultimate arts are sub]ect to the ~o-
scopic eflects heretofore delineated. I?ut repellers, more especially

inonmetal ones poasesa considerable flexi ility. Their blades con-
sequently yield to the gyroeco ic force so as to shift the cardinal

SFpmnts of acceleration and v ocity shown in figure 1. Also the
vibrations of flexible bkides are cumulative under the pulsating
stresses, until the damping factors-air pressure and internal vis-
cosity-of the blade Umit its rhythmic excursions. The damping
due to internal viscosity is sometimes great enough to raise the
temperature of the pro elk considerably, especially at or near the

7hub. No method of ana ysis is available to give an accurate catimate
of the straining effects in elastic bladcw. But it is weUenough known
h~mi$jgue induced by rapidl fluctuating and especially rapidly

r2 stresses shortens t e life of the material.
YIt can e shown by elementary mechanics thnt the period of

vibration of each particle of a rotaq pro eller blade, due to cen-
ftrif al force alone is equal to the pernod o rotatior+ whatever the

Yradia distance.’ !&s property favors cumulative mbrations when
the disturbing forces have the same period es the propeller. The

K
cscopic force in a blade has been shown to have such a period.
e varyin air pressure on the blade has also that period in many

instamxx ~for example, when the w flow toward the screw is oblique
to the axIs, or when the air speed of approach is greater at one part
of a blade revolution than another. For this reason pro eller blades

?are sometimes ddgned to have under fiber straw a one a frco
vibrational frequency about 50 per cent greater than the frequency
of rotation.

1A ene.dlmemkmol pm@ler maybe defined RSa propdler ccqmed of imMtely uarrow bladw SYIIF

~~~&~5.bs~.-,mbMes.wsdwwd-bw.n Uletihrceelda?m
m thgfromapelnt ontheaxlsefrc4atIca l’hebhde xw!llkmkawwmxlstr alght.

~Shceth8mdhl aweIaatkm afenypsrtk3ei9ru~, theccnsequcutfmqtmmy ofrfbratkb--

J
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THE GYROSCOPIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL BODY.

By A. F. ZARH.

* ~ h U@X’dmt na#8.-From the pic th(w~ of &
partmle fo ows that of a bod .

%
k fmslyzing RRRRon of an-ygiven

rigid body it is alwa possa le and sometimes more oonvemen$, to
empIoy in Iaoe of

I
& actual imdy a kinetic equivalent; that m, a

msss distri ution whioh would, under the given system of forces,
have the same translation and rotation as the aotual body. For
example suppose the given bod to be speoiikd b mass M and
primxpai moments of inertia A, 3 JO! at the csntroi and ohoose for
equivalent bed the poinbm~ d&tmbution shown in @we 4, and

fdefied by the ollowmg equations in whioh a, 5, c, are distsmea from
the origin of the equal point-mama W/6.

l#+(?=3A/

v
a2+&=3B/M .---.--.-.----------.-,(l)
a2+b2=30fX

Then, ainoe the right members are given, the massks arms a, b, e,
and hence the required space distributions are fully de@rmined, pro-
viding the arms be reaL

To show that a, b, c, are always reaI, note from equation (1) that
3

a’ ==~C–A +l?), so that a C= not be imagg unless A be

r
eater than C+B. Now H m be any particle at z, y, z, of any rigid

ody.
A=2m(&+d)
B=xm (2Y+2?)

I
.-----.. --------------(2)

C=an (d+y’)

Hence, as=&M (C–A +B) ~2m#, wbioh is always positive, i. e.,

a k alwap real. Similarly b and c are always reaL Writin
PX?n.xl=xx:givssa = &.@j Simil.arl h = += c = * 3%

lx?*e ~, y,, ~ are the radii of inertia erred to the prinoipal plan=.
k the most general case of rotation about three axes, each partiole

of the skpoint eguiv~ent mass exerts a gyroscopic torque whose
maggtude and dwection ma

cl’
be found by the method employed

for a single gyrosoopio arti e. The oompcment torques so found
&can be compounded in e ususl way b obtain the rmuknt torque.

397
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A s~-point equivalent mass has been used her> as a conven@nce;
other dlstributione comprising fewer or more particles may ol.mously
be(xa~p ed.

L .—AE illustration suppose the model to represent a
gyrosco e rotatin steadily Jmut two axea only, say X and Z, its

1 t%c.droi being ei er stationary or in motion. Then the masses at
a, a, taken together obviously exert no resultant moment, for they
have no gyrosco io acceleration, and amy acceleration they may have

Ffrom themtrans story motion is, in magnitude and direction, the same
for both. From this it follows that such a rigid body has the same

F
scopic tor ue whether its mass be all in the lane of rotation

&Z or not— 5at is, whether a be mm or of any nite magnitude.

:;%R!F 2? #
sco ic torques about Y and Z, of any rigid sohd rotat-

and ma be derived from the treatment of a point mass
distribution in the Z plane, say, four equal particles spaoed as
shown in @ure 1, at 7),6, c, c.

It has been proved above that a single article of a gyroscope in
steady rotation and precession has about & e nutation axis a torque

E
roportional to the sme square of its angular distance from that axi~.
our equal particles symmetrically placed about the rotation axis

have, therefore, about the nutation axis a resultant torque which is
constant and equal to twice the maximum torque of one ~article.
Eence any mass having kineticsymmetry about the rotat~onaxis,
since it is the gyroscoplc equivahnt of a four-particle mass, has a
constant torque equaI to twice the maximum of one such article.

?This generalization can, of oourse, be’ derived algebraically rem the
above-mentioned sine square law.

&wmnuy.-The foregoing treatment of the mass equivakmt of a
“ “d body ma be smnmarmed as foflows:

% {very rigid ody has a mass equivalent whose motion under given
forces is the same as that of the body itself. In particular, an r$$d

c?body has as masa equivaknt six equal particles suitably place on lts
principal centroidal axes and invanably oonnected by masslessbonds.

A sm-~article mass equivalent reduces to four articles for a plane
&distribution; two for a rectilinear. The arms of e six-particle mass

\
e uivalent of any rigid body equal ys~ectively, its radii of inertia
m erred to the reference planes, muitlphed by W%

The gyroscopic torque about its cantroid of any “ ~d body is
%unaffected by its Iinear or angularacceleration or by the ear speed

of its centrcud.
At any instant the gyroscopic torque cf a rigid body is the resultant

of the torques of its equivalmt mass particks.s
Applicdiim to an ah’ screw.—F~re 4 shows the equivalent ream,

derived from experimental data, for a standard Curtiss two-blade

i
repeller, whose blades are notably deep and broad. From this

%
gum we can ju e the comparative

E
scopic value of the distribu-

tion of the prope er mass in each of three axial directions, since
this value varies as the square of the arm lengths, a, b, c, and as the
products in pairs of the

v
ar velocities, u=, u“, aZ, about those

arms. In fact the ratios of e three maximum gyroscopic t0rque9 of
the pairs of point masses are as tiwfl~: ??wu: a’u~s. In practice
the az@lar velocities may have the values 160, 0.5, 0.5 radmns per
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second, thus making said torque ratios C@#%~r = 65, and
9.+u~Ja%~==23 100. The redtant of the three mmponant tarquea
is at most, @refOre, OR& /1+ (1/65)a+ (1/23IoO)a l%nes &e major
one-that is, about one-eightieth of 1 per cent eater. The ~.
scopic wdue of such a pro ek, so

2
%rmmmg, may erefore with great

accuracy be equated to at of a pair of sunple particles.

C%-ncZu8ion.—l?rom the foregoing treatment it follows that W
modern air screws obe tie levrs found for phme

f l?’
ups of partic~.

In particular the two-b aders exert on the shaft a r ytkmic
Ftorque; the muhibladers a steady one~ both essily oalcula e f~~%~

givm conditions of motion and mass ch.stribution.

.


